Scalable feature extraction for coarse-to-fine JPEG 2000 image classification.
In this paper, we address the issues of analyzing and classifying JPEG 2000 code-streams. An original representation, called integral volume, is first proposed to compute local image features progressively from the compressed code-stream, on any spatial image area, regardless of the code-blocks borders. Then, a JPEG 2000 classifier is presented that uses integral volumes to learn an ensemble of randomized trees. Several classification tasks are performed on various JPEG 2000 image databases and results are in the same range as the ones obtained in the literature with noncompressed versions of these databases. Finally, a cascade of such classifiers is considered, in order to specifically address the image retrieval issue, i.e., bi-class problems characterized by a highly skewed distribution. An efficient way to learn and optimize such cascade is proposed. We show that staying in a JPEG 2000 framework, initially seen as a constraint to avoid heavy decoding operations, is actually an advantage as it can benefit from the multiresolution and multilayer paradigms inherently present in this compression standard. In particular, unlike other existing cascaded retrieval systems, the features used along our cascade are increasingly discriminant and lead therefore to a better tradeoff of complexity versus performance.